Finance program
The Finance program is a time-generated schedule for each representative of FINETUDES allowing them to
discover all the missions that we suggest.
The goal is that after 24 weeks, the new representatives could have an idea of everything from FINETUDES. At
the end of this finance program, the members who have been diligent will have a motivational interview with a
special committee in order to be promoted to the rank of analyst and to be able to work on studies with research
directors.
Here are the missions that the representatives who join us will have the opportunity to work on:

1. Content department
a.

Finenews (3 weeks)

The members of this department will have to find a topic related to one of our studies and write a paper that
aims to deepen it. This paper will be published with the names of the authors on our website and on our LinkedIn.
b.

Glossary (2 weeks)

The aim is to make the glossaries of the studies we publish, that is to say: define the financial technical words
that are used in publications.
c.

Studies summaries (1 week)

Writing summaries of published studies.
d.

Finictionnaire (2 week)

Representatives working on this mission will have to choose a financial term and explain it in detail.
e.

Multi-task (2 semaines)

The members of this team will be assigned to one of the missions for which there is a lack of work force.

2. Innovation department
a.

Brain storming (3 weeks)

The objective is to come up with new ideas that will develop FINETUDES
b.

Project (2 weeks)

The members of this group will work on the implementation of innovation projects from the "Brain storming"
working group.

3.

Partnership department
a.

Research (2 weeks)

Les représentants participant à ce groupe devront prospecter des nouveaux partenaires ou des intervenants
professionnels, extérieurs à FINETUDES, pour nos formations.
Representatives participating in this group will be required to look for new partners or professional speakers,
from outside FINETUDES, for our training.

4. Compliance department
a.

Audit (4 weeks)

Representative Auditors will have the opportunity to conduct audits of the compliance of FINETUDES internal
processes (including GDPR).
Finally, all members will have the right to 3 weeks of well-deserved rest!

